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Abstract. Let K be the unit circle, and let/ be a function whose domain is the open
unit disk and whose range is a subset of the Riemann sphere. We define a set, called
the boundary principal cluster set of/at £0 6 K, which characterizes the behavior of
the principal cluster sets of fat points £ s K which are near £0 and distinct from £0.
It is shown that iff is continuous, then the principal and boundary principal cluster sets
off at £o are equal for nearly every point i0 6 Í. A similar result holds for chordal
principal cluster sets. Examples are provided that indicate directions in which the
result cannot be improved. Some results concerning points that are accessible through
sets which are unions of arcs are also presented.

1. Introduction: Definitions and notation. Let D he the open unit disk, and let
K be the unit circle. We say that a is an arc at ^0 e ATif « is contained in D, and is
the image of a continuous function z = z(t) (0^t< 1) such that z(/)->- £0 as t -> 1.
We say that ß is a terminal subarc of a if ß = z([t0, 1)) for some t0 (0^?0<1) and
some representative z = z(t) of a. If P is a property which is meaningful for each
point in K, then we say that nearly every point in K has property P if the exceptional set is a set of first Baire category in K. It is assumed that the reader is familiar
with some of the elementary notions of cluster set theory (see [4] or [6]). Thus if
/ is a function whose domain is D and whose range is a subset of the Riemann
sphere, if £0 e K and if a is an arc at £0, then C(f, £0, °0 denotes the arc cluster set
off at £0 along a.
We will approach our study of principal and chordal principal cluster sets
through the following more general concept. We call F a selector of arcs if F is a
correspondence which associates with each £ e K a nonempty collection F(Q of
arcs at £. If F is a selector of arcs, we define the T-principal cluster set off at £

to be the set

iw, o = n cif, i, a)
a

where a ranges over all arcs in T(Q. If for each le K, r(£) is the collection of all
arcs at £, then the corresponding set nr(/, £) is called the principal cluster set off
at £ and it is denoted by LI(/, £). The chordal principal cluster set off at £ is the
set Fixifi £) where x(£) is the collection of all chords at £ (£ e K).
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The major purpose of this article is to show that the well-known result of E. F.
Collingwood concerning boundary cluster sets (see [4, p. 82]) can, with some
modifications, be formulated in the context of F-principal cluster sets for some
choices of T, including those which yield the principal and chordal principal
cluster sets. For any positive number p, and for any £0 e K, let Ku denote the set
Ku = {teK:0<

Then if/is

|£-£0|

< /*}.

defined in D, and T is a selector of arcs, we define

nr(f,Up) = U^r(f,0,
c

where £ ranges over all points in Ku. We then let n*(/, £0, p.) denote the closure of
IIr(/> £o>A1)iri the Riemann sphere. The boundary Y-principal cluster set oí fat £0

is defined to be the set

BUr(f,l0)=

n IW,£0,M).
«>0

We will show that if/is continuous, then ßflr(/, £0)= rir(/> £0) nearly everywhere
in K provided that Y is an appropriate selector of arcs.
Let T be a selector of arcs, and let Ss D. We say that a point £0 e K is almost
Y-accessible through S if for every open set G with S^G^D
there is an arc
a e r(£0) such that açG. If F(£0) is the collection of all arcs at (,0, if S^D, and if
£0 is almost T-accessible through S, then we say that £0 is almost accessible through
S. Now let E^K, and let y be a correspondence which associates with each £ e E
an arc y(£) e T(£). We let S(y, E) be the relative closure in D of the set

Sit, E) = U Y(C).
Then we say that T is a smooth selector of arcs if for every set E of second category
in K, and every such y, there is a subarc A^K such that E is dense in A and each
point of A is almost T-accessible through S(y, E). If T is a selector of arcs, we
define a new selector of arcs Y', called the completion of F, by the expression
T'(£) = {« : a is a terminal subarc of an arc ß e T(£)}

(£ e K).

Finally we say that Y is an admissible selector of arcs if the completion of Y is a
smooth selector of arcs.

2. The geometry of arcs. In order to establish our major results concerning
principal cluster sets we will need to establish that certain selectors of arcs are
admissible. Our first result in that direction concerns the classic notion of

accessibility.
Lemma 1. Let A be an open subarc of the unit circle, let E^K be dense in A, and
let p be a fixed real number with 0 ^ p < 1. Let y be a correspondence which associates
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with each £ e E an arc y(£) at £ which intersects the circle \z\= p. Then each point of

A is almost accessible through S(y, 75)(1).

Proof. Let S=§iy, E) and let G be an open set such that SsGç D. We will be
using the notion and subsequent properties of convergence of a sequence of sets
to a limit set as described in [7, pp. 10-15]. In this proof the terms convergence and
limit of a sequence of arcs should be understood in this context.
Let t0eA, and let D0 he an open disk centered at £0 having radius r^l —p.
Let <£;> be a sequence of distinct points in E n D0 which converges to £0. Then for
each j, let y, be the component of y(£;) n £>0which forms a terminal subarc of
y(£,). We assert that there is a component G0 of G n D0 such that

(1)

y,' Ç G0 for infinitely many values j.

To prove this let <yJJc>be a subsequence of (y,)> which converges to a limit set L,
and for convenience set ak=yjlc. In the case that L n D0 n D^0, let z eL n D0
n Z>.Then zeSni),,
so that z is contained in some component G0 of G o 7)0.
Since z eL n G0 and G0 is open, it follows from the definition of limit that there is
an N such that G0 n ak^0 for all k>N. Thus since ak is a connected subset of
G n £)0 it follows that atçG0 for all £>Ar. This proves the assertion in the case
that L n D0 n D = 0. In the case that L n Z)0n 7) = 0 we use the elementary properties of convergence in [7, pp. 10, 15] to conclude that L n 7Cis a nondegenerate
continuum. Now let £ 6 L n £ n 7)0 and let a be the component of y(£) <">7J>0
which forms a terminal subarc of y(£). Then using the definition of convergence,
and the Jordan Curve Theorem, it easily follows that there is an N such that
a n ak jí 0 for all k > N. Since a is a connected subset of G n Z)0, it follows that a is
contained in a component G0 of G n Z)0. Since ak is a connected subset of G n 7J0
we conclude that akQG0 for all k>N. This proves the assertion in the remaining
case.
Let Dk be the open disk centered at £0 having radius i\—p)/k (k= 1, 2, 3,...).
We use (1) to construct a sequence <Gfc>of open connected sets such that

(2)

G 2 G1 2 G2 3 G32---,

and

Gtgi)t

(fc = 1,2, 3,...).

Our construction is by induction and it requires, in addition, the construction of
certain collections of arcs. For this purpose we introduce the following notation.
Let a he an arc at £ e E. If £ e Dk we let ak be the component of a n Dk which forms
a terminal subarc of a. If £ £ Dk we let ak = 0. Now let <£y>be a sequence of distinct
points in E which converges to £„. Using (1) we select an infinite subset Tx of
{y(£3)},and a component Gj of G n Z)^ such that
0 ^ a1 £ Gjl for every a e 7^.
Í1) The author shows in a forthcoming article that it is possible to have a dense set of
nonaccessible points of S(y, E) even when E contains nearly every point of K.
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Using (1) again we select an infinite subset T2 oiTx and a component G2 of G r\ D2
such that
0 == a2 £ G2 for every a e T2.

This process can clearly be continued inductively so as to define sequences <Gfc>

and <JTkysuch that for each k=l,2,3,...,
Gk is a component of Gn Dk,
{Y(Q}2rl2r22r32...,
0 #afc£ Gfcfor every a e TV

To show that the sequence <Gk> satisfies (2), we let n be fixed and let a e rn+1£ Tn.
Then

since 0 #an + 1£an,

and an + 1£Gn+1,

and an£G„,

it follows that Gn+1 n Gn

#0. But Gn+isGn
Dn+1sGn
Dn, so that since Gn+1 is connected and Gn is a
component of G n £)n which intersects Gn+1, we may conclude that Gn+1^.Gn.
Using the sequence <Gk>just constructed and the arcwise connectedness of each
Gfc,it is now easy to construct an arc at £0 which lies in G.
By a closed Stolz angle at a point £0 Ê K we mean a Stolz angle at £0 which contains all its boundary points except £0. Let A be a closed Stolz angle at £0= 1 and

let A(£) be the closed Stolz angle at £ obtained by a rotation of A about the origin.
Lemma 2. Let A be an open subarc of K, let E^K be dense in A, and let p be a
fixed real number with 0 ^ p < 1. Let y be a correspondence which associates with
each £ e E a chord y(£) at £ which lies in A(£), and intersects the circle \z\ =p. Then
for each £ e A there is a chord at £ which lies in both A(£) and in S(y, E).

Proof. The proof of this lemma is immediate. Let £0 6 A, and let <£y>be a sequence of points in E which converges to £0. As a sequence of sets, the sequence
<y(£;)> has a subsequence which converges to a set L. The set L is clearly a chord
at £0 which lies in both A(£0) and in S(y, E).
For each £ e K let A(£) be the collection of all arcs at £ and let yA(£)be the collection of all chords at £ which are contained in A(£).
Theorem

1. £acA of the correspondences A and xa is an admissible selector of arcs.

Proof. We prove this only for A since the argument is the same for yA. Let E be a
second category subset of K, and for each £ g £ let y(£) e A(£). For each7= 1, 2, 3,

... define the set
E,■= {£ e E : y(£) intersects the circle \z\ = 1 —l/j}.
Then E is the union of the sets E, (j= 1, 2, 3,...) so that there is an N such that
EN is of second category in K. Therefore there is an open subarc A s K such that
EN is dense in A. The proof is completed by applying Lemma 1 to the set EN.
3. The major results. Our first result depends only on the topology of closed
subsets of a compact space, and consequently it is stated in a more general setting.
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Theorem 2. Let f be an arbitrary complex valued function defined in D, and let
F be a selector of arcs. Then Hr(f £)£7?TIr(/, £) for all but at most a countable
number of points £ e K.

Proof. For each j= 1, 2, 3,... let %¡ be a finite collection of compact neighborhoods of the Riemann sphere W which cover W and such that, in terms of the
usual metric for W, dia (G) < 1// for each G e %t. We index the collection
% = {Jf=i%j in any convenient manner and denote this collection by %={G¡).

Now define the set

P = {£e K : Ur(f, £) $ BXlv(f,£)},
and the sets

7>,= {£e P : G, n IIr(/, £) + 0 and G}£ W- BUr(f, £)}

(j = 1,2,3,...).

If £ e P, then there is a point w e nr(/, £) such that w $ Blïrif, £). Since Bllr(f, £)
is a closed subset of W, it follows that there is a /: such that w e Gk and
Gfcn 7?nr(/, £) = 0. This implies that £ ePfc, and we have proved that P is the
union of the sets P¡ (j= 1, 2, 3,...). Thus it suffices to show that each of the sets
Pj is at most countable. To prove this we fix j and let £ e P¡. We assert that £ is an
isolated point of P;, for if not, there is a sequence <£fc>of points in P¡ which converges to £. Since each {k eP} it follows that G¡ n nr(/, £k)^0 (A:= l, 2, 3,...).

Thus for each p > 0

(3)

Ginn*(/,£,^)#0.

We let </*fc>be a decreasing sequence of positive real numbers which converges to
zero, and write

G, n 7?nr(/, £) = fi (G, n n*(/, £, Mfc)).
fc=i

In view of (3) and the compactness of W we conclude that G¡ n 5TIr(/, £)^0,
and this contradicts the assumption that £ eP¡. Thus each ÇeP, is an isolated
point and the theorem is proved.
The next lemma is a trivial application of the definition of nr(/, £) and so its
proof will be omitted.
Lemma 3. Let f be defined in D, and let F be a selector of arcs. Let G be any open
subset of the Riemann sphere such that, for some £ e K, G n Bf\r(fi £)=¿0. Then
there is a sequence <£y>of points in K which converges to £ such that G C\ IIr(/, £,) + 0

for every j.
Lemma 4. Let f be continuous in D, and let F be an admissible selector of arcs.
For each t,eKletßKe
T(£). Then Blïr(f, £)£ C(f, £, ft) for nearly every point in K.

Proof. Suppose that the lemma is false, so that the set

P = {CeK:BUr(f,O^C(fA,ß,)}
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is of second category in K. In several steps we extract a subset of P which is also of
second category in K.
For any given £ > 0 and £ e K, let C(£, e) denote the set of all points in the
Riemann sphere W whose spherical distance from C(f £, ft) does not exceed e.
For any £ e P, since C(f, £, j8c)is a closed set in W, it follows that there is an e > 0
such that BYlr(f, £)— C(£, e)/0.
Let <e;> be a decreasing sequence of positive
numbers which converges to zero, and define the sets

PU) = {íeP: Bílif £)- C(£,e,) + 0}

U = 1, 2, 3,...).

We clearly have that P is the union of the sets P(j) (j= 1, 2, 3,...), so that since
P is of second category there is a J such that P(J) is of second category.
We now cover the Riemann sphere with a finite collection {G,, G2,..., Gm} of
open sets each of diameter less than e.,/4. We define the sets

(4)

P(J, m) = {£ e P(J) : Gu n (5nr(/,

£)- C(£, e})) # 0}

(¡i g m).

Since P(J) is the union of the sets P(J, p.) (p.g m) it follows that there is an M such
that P(J, M) is of second category.
Let A, B be subsets of the Riemann sphere. For any a e A and b e B we let
8(a, b) denote the spherical distance between a and b, and define

8(A, B) = inf {8(a, b):aeA,beB).
With this notation it is easy to prove from (4) that

(5)

8(GM,C(f, £,ft)) ä 3e,l4

(£ e />(/, A/)).

Using (4) again we have that GMn ßllr(/, £)^0 for each t,eP(J, M) so that by
Lemma 3 it follows that every point £ eP(J, M) is a limit point of the set

(6)

Q = {teK:GMnYlr(f,l)¿0}.

The remainder of the proof is devoted to showing that since (5) holds on a set
of second category, it must hold on a full subarc of A"and this violates (6). To prove
this we will make use of the definition and associated notation for an admissible
selector of arcs. We let E=P(J, M). Using the definition of an arc-cluster set, for
each £ e E we let y(£) be a terminal subarc of j3csuch that

(7)

/(y(£)) £ C(£, ej/4)

(teE).

Then using the notation S(y, E) we have

U/(y(9)=/(uy(0)=/(5(y,£)).
Therefore using (5), (7) it follows that 8(GM,f(S(y, E))) ^ e,/2. Since/is continuous
it follows that 8(GM,f(S(y, E)))^e,/2. Let G be an open set such that

(8)

/(S(y, E)) s G and

8(GM,G) > e,/4.
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Then since/is continuous the set U=f~1(G) is an open subset of D which contains
S(y, E). Since F is an admissible selector of arcs, it follows that there is a subarc
A ç K such that each point of A is almost T'-accessible through S(y, E), where F'
denotes the completion of F. Thus for every £ e A there is an arc <*ce T'(£) such
that ace i/ (£ e A). Using the definition of U we have

(9)

C(/,£,«t)£G

({e¿).

But ac is a terminal subarc of an arc in T(£) and as such the two corresponding
arc-cluster sets are the same. Hence it follows from (9) that ÍIr(/, £)sG (£ e A), so

that by (8) we have

(10)

S(GM,IW, £)) â ej/4

He A).

The proof is completed by noting that (6) and (10) are untenable.
Theorem 3. Let f be an arbitrary complex-valued function defined in D, and let
F be any selector of arcs. Then there exists a selector of arcs F0 such that, for each
teK, r0(£) is a finite or countable subset of T(£) and II r(f, £) = IIro(/, £) (£ e K).

Proof. The proof is identical to that of [5, Theorem 2, p. 260].
Theorem 4. Letf be a continuous function in D, and let F be an admissible selector
of arcs. Then II r(/, £) = 7ÜIr(/, Qfor nearly every point £ e K.
Proof. According to Theorem 3, for each £ e K there is a finite or countable
subset of T(£), say {«/£)}, such that II r(/, £) = P|/°=i C(J, £, «/£)). In the case that
the set {a/£)} is finite, we have, for the sake of convenience, taken the liberty of
repeating one of the arcs infinitely often. For each/, let P¡ be the set

P, = {£s K : PIW, £) $ C(f, £,<*/£))}.
By Lemma 4, each of the sets P¡ is of first category in K. Therefore the set

P=Uf=i Pj is of first category in K. It easily follows that

PIW, £) s IW, £)

(£ e K-P).

The proof is completed by using Theorem 2.
Theorem 5. Let f be a continuous function in D Then II(/, £) = 7ÜI(/, £) and
nz(/, Q = BUxif, £) for nearly every point £ e K.
Proof. In view of Theorem 1 and Theorem 4 we need only prove this for the
chordal principal cluster set. Let {A;} be a countable collection of closed Stolz
angles at £0= 1 such that each chord at £0= 1 is contained in at least one of the sets

A; (j= 1, 2, 3,...). For each/, let Ay(£)be the closed Stolz angle at £ e K obtained
by rotating A; about the origin. Then for each j and each £ e K, let y,(£) be the
collection of all chords at £ which are contained in A;(£). According to Theorem 1
and Theorem 4, for each j there is a set E,- of first category in K such that

BflXl(f, £) = UXl(f £)

(teK-Ej).
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Since BTlxif, tyBXlXjifi £) for every ; and £ e K we have Bilxif l)<^ílxíf, £)
(£ 6 K-Ej). The set E=\Jf=1 E, is of first category in K and we have BUx(f, £)
£ ïlXlif £) (£ e K-E;j= 1, 2, 3,...). Therefore

*IW, £) £ fi H,//, £) = Tlxif,£)
¡=i

(£ 6 K-E)

and, in view of Theorem 2, the proof is complete.
The next corollary is in response to the following open question which has
appeared in the literature (see [2, p. 14, Remark 2]). Does there exist a continuous
function/for which ilxif, £) = 0 for every point £ in a set of second category in K1
Although the corollary does not answer the question, it does provide some insight.
Corollary
1. Let f be a continuous function in D, and let E^K be the set of all
points £ such that ilxif, £) = 0. Then if E is of second category on K, it must contain
a nondegenerate subarc of K.

Proof. It easily follows from the definition that if/ is any function, Y is any
selector of arcs and Bilrif £o)= 0 for some point £0 e K, then nr(/, £) = 0 for all
£ in some nondegenerate subarc of K. The corollary now follows easily from

Theorem 5.
Clearly the above corollary can be restated for any admissible selector of arcs.
We show next that it can be restated in terms of another related topic. If/is
defined in D and £ e K, we say that / has the three-arc property at £ if there are
three arcs at £ such that the intersection of the three associated arc-cluster sets is
empty.
Corollary
2. Let f be a meromorphic function in D. If f has the three-arc
property at each point of a set of second category in K, then f has the three-arc
property at each point of a nondegenerate subarc of K.
Proof. If/has the three-arc property at a point £ e K, then Il(/, £) = 0. If there
is a set E of second category of such points, it follows from Theorem 5 that for
some point £0 e K we must have Bilifi £0)= 0. Consequently just as in the proof
of Corollary 1, it then follows that fl(/, £) = 0 for each point £ in some nondegenerate subarc A of K. Then according to [3, Theorem 7, p. 220] / has the three-arc
property at each point of A.

4. Examples. The next two theorems indicate the sense in which Theorem 5
cannot be improved.
Theorem 6. There exists a function f defined in D having a range of two values

suchthat ilifi iy Bilifi £) and UX(J,iyBilxifi £)(£e K).
Proof. Let £ be a countable dense subset of K, and let F=K—E. For each
£ e E, let pç be the half open line segment having its closed end at the origin, and
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its open end at £. We set

P = U ft.

Q = D-P,

and for each z e D define

/(z) = 0 iízeP,
= 1 ifzeg.

It is easy to show that n(/, l) = Ylxif,£)={0} (£e£), and n(/, Q = ilxifi £)={1}
(£ e £). Since E and F are both dense in K, it follows that

BYlifi£) = BYlifi £) = {0, 1}

(£eA).

A function / defined in 7J is said to have the three-segment property at a point
£ e ATif there are three chords at £ such that the intersection of the three associated
arc-cluster sets is empty. This property is referred to in our next result.
Theorem 7. There exists a continuous function f defined in D such that BYlifi £)

^ Ylifi£) and BYlxifiQ^Yl^f, I) for everypoint of a perfect subset of K.
Proof. We refer to the function constructed in [1, Theorem 2, p. 30], and merely
point out that the function referred to could have been improved in a trivial way
to read as follows. There exists a continuous function/in D which has the threesegment property at each point of a perfect nowhere dense subset E^ K such that
/can be continuously extended to the set D u iK—E). In reference to the function
we refer to, we merely extend the function continuously from 7\ u T2 u T3 to the
complement of E rather than extending it just to the open upper half plane. Then
we restrict the function to the open upper half plane.
Let/be the function defined in D which has the above properties. Then

n(/, £) = IE//, £) = 0
Since/can

(£e£).

be continuously extended to D u iK—E), we have that

n(/, £) = Tlx(fi£) # 0

(leK-E).

The definition of BTl(fi £) implies that if BTl(fi £0) is empty for some point £0e K,
then n(/, £) is empty for every point in some nondegenerate subarc of K. But this
is impossible since A"—isis dense in A^and II(/, £) is nonempty for £ e K—E. Thus
Bil(fi £) is nonempty for every £ e A, and similarly BYlx(fi £) is nonempty for every
£ e A".Consequently

Yl(fi£) ==BU(fi£) and Ux(fi£) / BUx(f,£)

(£e£).
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